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Damage report

I regret to inform you that unfortunately changing the lubricant will not be 
sufficient.

The machine is worn out. Too seldom cleaned. The piston is pitted. The 
drive belts torn. Gears and shafts worn 

out.

The engine needs to be replaced. Completely. May. Be.These are hard 
times and the news 

:Sand in the gearbox: 
far too late.

It is essential to look for alternatives, to replace the defective parts as 
soon as possible before the whole machine collapses.

A recommendation for the procedure:

First, brake.

Secondly, brake even harder.

Thirdly, standstill.

Now it can start. 



First, let the machine room cool down.

Secondly, dismantle the machine into all its individual parts.

Thirdly, correction of the damage report.

These steps will take several years and the damage will be much more 
intense than expected.

Nevertheless, do not lose courage. You can do it!

Assumption:

Most likely, an initially chaotic, deafening silence will spread due to the 
stopping of the machine.

Don't let this throw you off your game. This is probably exactly what you 
and the rest of the world need right now.

After a while, as experience shows, those around you will start 
desperately looking for something to do to stop the silence.

They will shout out loud. Some will hit notes, others will search for other 
notes.

They will duly celebrate the futility of action.

Much later, one or the other will make the groundbreaking discovery that 



up to now, i.e. since the machine has been in operation, everything has 
actually gone quite well.

Then Someon E. will delete ‚actually’ and everything gone quite well.  

S. Omeone finds the present tense, will delete ‚quite‘ and everything is 
going well.

Congratulations! You've almost got it.

The important thing now is: Keep your nerve before you lose it.

Now it is time to make a far-reaching decision for further development: 

? Get spare parts and get the machine running again ?
And everything starts where everything is finished

Or 

? Invent a new machine, build it and get it running ?
And everything lives where everything dies

Or

? Everything is going well ?
And beginning is end and at the end, beginning

Or

.



  Antagon -IST- S

                                                            Free market economy    -    The 
machine

                                                                                      Trade    -    The 
Piston

                                                                    Greed and power    -   The 
drive belts

                                                      judgeMEntal eVALUEation    -   The 
gears and shafts

                                                              Delusions of grandeur   -   The 
gear

Prolog

"Money,money,money.That's all you care about, isn't it?Sooner or later a 
cult arises around every medium of exchange."

(((Satoshi Nakamoto)))

Epilog



"Capitalism turns the ideal into a monster of traitors and cheaters“
SisterhoodBrotherhoodHumanity provides the ground as a stable 
foundation in a freedom where economy creates until it falls down.

—SBH—

Decentralized consensus process 
No consensus without trust

That is the core of any currency
Decentralization of trust removes the need for trust itself

Ask cypherpunks for more

— — —

References

A "good" journalist never reveals her/his sources. 

Explication



Control is power
power power power  do dodo
until you turn white

Who controls those who will have controlled the controllers?
after they will have had to hand over or take control 
from those to control, controlled and those who control

Dematerialization in combination with the digital trace
Is equal the end of the private person

replacing existing currency into an alternative medium of exchange is 
merely shifting the existing relationships

global resource scarcity exists exclusively due to the faulty distribution of 
said …

fairTribution instead of Distribution

the abolition of means of exchange that disregard individual estimation 
of value, cause dependency and separation is inevitable for the 

preservation of... 

appreciation of value. 

abundance 

luxury

fluxus 



value of material things, 
value of a thing,

value of a society 
value of the individual, 

value of a person, 

the definition of value is per sè 
always worth the question?

for nominal definitions it is true that they can be more or less expedient, 
but not true or false 

the view that definitions can be used to capture fundamental properties 
or the essence of reality (essentialism) is outdated (real definition)

who defines the definitive definition of definition noun and define
define weak verb

countless indefinite pronouns

existence 

valuation      freedom before value

                 freedom of expression      freedom before opinion

merit    remuneration    reward     

prohibition

conditioning

redemption from manipulation of science 

world religion?faith 

knowledge

 power

power



industrialization of the body

human being conceived as a machine

world view

collective self-determination?

in childhood we learned to divide. mathematics, biology, physics, 
chemistry, language(s), , ,

later i reached        today i see      ,what was Meant by this

conditioning of the mind   ?are we taught to think in linear patterns 

transfiguration of emotionality since the enlightenment

solution- and result-oriented actions encrust creative processes

optimization constraint and planned obsolescence suggest 
a necessity of productivity

suggestion

absurdity 

rituals

definition of the meaning of terms used in the sciences (nominal 
definition)

in logical terms, a linking formula or equation composed of two members

paradoxon

the division of one results in two equal parts that maintain a constant 
relationship to each other



One and two is also twelve

1 + 2 = 12

Truth ful ness
The phenomenon of creating a connection by separating the unit is a 

necessary basis in the solution process.

solution: let

materia 

materialization of liquid

why questions

the social growth is only supposedly visible

polarity of growth and decay

reconstruction of decayed laws

Deconstruction of concepts 

the economic system as a sclerenchyma 

equitable allocation of resources to restore equilibrium

new education system    

concentration  skills  potentials   EQ   needs oriented action 

satisfaction of the basic needs of all under heaven

amen.
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